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Abstract—We present a design technique for (near) subthreshold operation that achieves ultra low energy dissipation at throughputs of up to 100 MB/s suitable for digital consumer electronic applications. Our approach employs i) architecture-level parallelism to compensate throughput degradation, ii) a configurable $V_T$ balancer to mitigate the $V_T$ mismatch of nMOS and pMOS transistors operating in sub/near threshold, and iii) a fingered-structured parallel transistor that exploits $V_T$ mismatch to improve current drivability. Additionally, we describe the selection procedure of the standard cells and how they were modified for higher reliability in the subthreshold regime. All these concepts are demonstrated using SubJPEG, a 1.4 x 1.4 mm$^2$ 65 nm CMOS standard-$V_T$ multi-standard JPEG co-processor. Measurement results of the discrete cosine transform (DCT) and quantization processing engines, operating in the subthreshold regime, show an energy dissipation of only 0.75 pJ per cycle with a supply voltage of 0.4 V at 2.5 MHz. This leads to $8.3 \times$ energy reduction when compared to using a 1.2 V nominal supply. In the near-threshold regime the energy dissipation is 1.0 pJ per cycle with a 0.45 V supply voltage at 4.5 MHz. The system throughput can meet 15 fps 640 x 480 pixel VGA standard. Our methodology is largely applicable to designing other sound/graphic and streaming processors.

Index Terms—JPEG, parallel architecture, sub-threshold, ultra low energy.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the ever-shrinking feature size, the number of transistors integrated in one digital core doubles approximately every two years. The increasing transistor density greatly challenges the limited battery life and thermal properties of the IC. Exploring a design methodology for ultra low-energy, “green” digital circuits is thus very important. One of the most effective means to achieve these goals is to scale the supply voltage $V_{DD}$ along with the operating frequency. As $V_{DD}$ scales, not only does the dynamic energy reduce quadratically, but also the leakage current does reduce super-linearly due to the drain-induced barrier-lowering (DIBL) effect. Therefore, the total energy dissipation of a circuit can considerably be reduced. In addition, $V_{DD}$ scaling reduces transient current spikes, hence lowering the notorious ground bounce noise. This also helps to improve the performance of sensitive analog circuits on the chip, such as delay-lock loops (DLL), which are crucial for the functioning of large digital circuits.

In contrast to analog circuit design where lowering the $V_{DD}$ to the subthreshold region is generally avoided because of the small values of the driving currents and the exceedingly large noise, CMOS digital logic gates can work seamlessly from full $V_{DD}$ to well below threshold voltage $V_T$. Theoretically, operating digital circuits in the near/sub-threshold region ($V_{GS} < V_T$) can help obtain huge energy savings. However, the design rules provided by foundries normally set 2/3 of the full $V_{DD}$ as the practical limitation for $V_{DD}$ scaling. Taking Samsung’s DVFS Design Technology [1] and TSMC’s design rules as examples, the constraint of $V_{DD}$ for digital circuits designed in CMOS 65 nm Standard $V_T$ Process is in the 0.8 V ~ 1.2 V range. The reasoning behind the limitation is twofold. First, as $V_{DD}$ scales, the driving capability of transistors reduces accordingly. Most consumer electronic applications need operating frequencies in the range of tens of MHz to reach certain throughput, which might not be fulfilled with aggressive $V_{DD}$ scaling. Second, digital circuits become particularly sensitive to process variations when $V_{DD}$ scales below 2/3 full $V_{DD}$. Process variations are likely to cause malfunctioning, and both the timing yield and functional yield may tremendously decrease. As a result, $0.67 V_{DD}$ is generally chosen to maintain an adequate margin to prevent high yield loss and to keep quality according to industrial standards. The goal of our work is to safely evade this limitation so as to enable wide range voltage scaling, from nominal supply to near/sub threshold.

Sub/near threshold techniques have been explored in recent years. Fig. 1 shows a comparison of the computation efficiency (GOPS/W) and throughput (MOPS) of our SubJPEG co-processor and other existing subthreshold processors. Likewise, Table I summarizes the most relevant work in the field. In contrast to the work presented in those publications, our work has some unique features. Firstly, we explore the use of architecture-level parallelism to compensate throughput degradation at ultra-low supply values. Parallelism along with sub/near threshold techniques is best suited for low-energy and medium frequency applications, such as mobile image processing. Secondly, this work proposes a configurable $V_T$ balancer to lessen the $V_T$ mismatch between nMOS and pMOS transistors, such that both the functional and the timing yield
TABLE I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Existing sub-threshold work</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sub-threshold modeling</td>
<td>[2][3]: built up the analytical models for sub-threshold current, delay, energy and variations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub-threshold logic design</td>
<td>[4][5][6][7]: explored sub-threshold logic cells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub-threshold memory</td>
<td>[8]: 256kb 10-T dual-port SRAM in 65nm CMOS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[9]: 512×13bit dual-port SRAM in 180nm CMOS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[10]: 480kb 6-T dual-port SRAM in 130nm CMOS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[11]: 2kb 6-T single-port SRAM in 130nm CMOS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[12]: 256 kb 8-T dual-port SRAM in 65nm CMOS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub-threshold processors</td>
<td>[13][14][15]: sensor node processors in 130nm and 180nm CMOS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[16]: 180mV FFT processor in 180nm CMOS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[17]: 0.4V UWB baseband processor in 65nm CMOS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[18]: 85mV 40nW 8×8 FIR filter in 130nm CMOS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[19]: 2-stage pipelined micro-controller with embedded SRAM and DC-DC converter in 65nm CMOS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

are increased. Thirdly, we make use of design approaches that exploit parallel-transistor $V_T$ mismatch to improve drivability in power switches, and of design strategies that select a reliable cell library for logic synthesis, and that turn ratioed logic into non-ratioed logic to improve the robustness of our design in the subthreshold regime. To demonstrate these ideas, we have designed and implemented a 65 nm $SV_T$ CMOS ultra-low energy multi-standard JPEG co-processor.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the physical-level effort we have made for an enhanced circuit yield. In Section III, the architecture of SubJPEG is introduced in detail. Section IV presents key design issues and the evaluation results of the prototype chip. Finally, Section V draws conclusions of this work.

II. PHYSICAL LEVEL EFFORT FOR AN ENHANCED YIELD

A. Configurable $V_T$ Balancer

$V_T$ mismatch dominates the subthreshold current variation due to its exponential correlation to the current. Since transistor $V_T$ is controlled by an independent doping process, pMOS/nMOS $V_T$ can vary significantly with respect to each other. Consequently, this variability can result in lower circuit yield. For example, at the fast nMOS slow pMOS corner (FNSP) where the nMOS network is much leakier than the pMOS network, a sufficiently high output voltage $V_{OH}$ may not be reached. Similarly, an insufficiently low voltage $V_{OL}$ can happen when at the fast pMOS slow nMOS corner (SNFP). Even if the noise margin can be met, either the rising or falling time becomes exceedingly long at process corners, which also dramatically deteriorates the timing yield. Therefore, it is very important to balance the $V_T$ of pMOS and nMOS transistors. We propose a configurable $V_T$ balancing scheme (Fig. 2), which enables ultra wide range $V_{DD}$ scaling from the nominal supply voltage to sub-threshold. This configurable $V_T$ balancer is an extension of our previous work [20]. Our $V_T$ balancer is also different from the regulator presented in [21] since it uses an imbalance detector which has a better sensitivity. Also, it uses an amplifier in the feedback loop to enhance the sensitivity, and, it is configurable to support wide $V_{DD}$ tuning. Let us address now the operation of our $V_T$ balancer. When the processor works in the super-threshold mode, $S_3$ is off such that the tri-state buffer is configured to be in a high impedance state. Since the power switch transistors $S_3$ and $S_4$ are on, and $S_1, S_2$
are off, the bulk of the pMOS transistors is connected to VDD, and the bulk of the nMOS transistors is connected to GND. When the processor is configured to work in the subthreshold mode, S0 is on, and thus the tri-state buffer is functional. In this mode, S1, S2 are on, and S3, S4 are off. Therefore, the buffer’s output voltage passes through S1, and S2 to feed the bulk of the logic gates. A CMOS inverter, whose pMOS and nMOS transistors are off, functions as a process-corner V_T imbalance detector. Observe that Vbulk is never higher than |V_T| preventing in this way the junction diodes from turning on in the P-well and N-well under control. Vout and Vbulk are designed in advance to be at VDD/2 in the typical process corner (TT). Vout fluctuates with the variations of process and temperature. The buffer detects and amplifies the swing of Vout. The buffer’s output Vbulk, which feeds the bulk voltage for the logic gates, is fed back to the bulk of the threshold balancing detector to force the pMOS/nMOS V_T balancing. For instance, if the nMOS is leakier than the pMOS, Vout will decrease, triggering a much larger drop on Vbulk. This drop will make the nMOS increase its V_T and the pMOS decrease its V_T, such that the process-corner V_T imbalance is mitigated. In our design, the power switch transistors S0, S1 and S2 are nMOS transistors overdriven by a boosted gate voltage. Hence, their R_on is small enough to avoid the potential drop across a transistor. The boosted gate voltage can be obtained either from other high voltage domains or from the periphery I/O power rails.

We use a metric $\zeta = (V_{out} - V_{DD}/2)/V_{DD}$ to represent the $V_T$ imbalance. In fact, $\zeta$ depicts how far $V_{out}$ deviates from $V_{DD}/2$ due to unbalanced $V_T$ devices. The larger $\zeta$ is, the larger the $V_T$ imbalance is. Fig. 3(a) shows the simulated 3$\sigma$ range of $\zeta$, with and without our $V_T$ balancing scheme. As can be seen, the imbalance between $V_T$ of pMOS and nMOS transistors is confined to a much tighter range after $V_T$ balancing. Fig. 3(b) shows the Monte Carlo simulated propagation delay for an inverter with aspect ratio of WP/WN = 1.1 $\mu$m/0.4 $\mu$m to drive a capacitive load of 5 fF at $V_{DD} = 400$ mV in the CMOS 65 nm SV_T process. After $V_T$ balancing, the average propagation delay of the inverter is reduced from 14 ns to 10 ns. This speed improvement is because both the p/nMOS transistors are forward-biased when the balancer is turned on. Most importantly, the standard deviation $\sigma$ is reduced by 4.7$\times$ and the $\sigma/\mu$ is reduced by 3.6$\times$ when the proposed configurable $V_T$ balancer is used, as an exceedingly long rising/falling time is avoided.

B. Improving Driving Capability by Exploiting Parallel $V_T$ Mismatch in Power Switches

Even though $V_T$ mismatch is known to be catastrophic for circuit functionality, we have developed an interesting approach to improve sub/near threshold current drivability by exploiting the $V_T$ mismatch between parallel transistors. Our approach is based on the theoretical proof and simulation results that show that in the subthreshold regime the $V_T$ mismatch between parallelized transistors always results in an increased mean driving current. This interesting property has been applied to the power-switches of the $V_T$ balancer circuit.

Suppose $\mu(V_T)$, $\sigma(V_T)$ are the mean and standard deviation of $V_T$ of an nMOS transistor as shown in Fig. 4(a). Considering

\[
\mu(I_{off}) = I_{on}e^{[V_{GS} - \mu(V_T) + \gamma\sqrt{V_{TH}}]/nU + [\sigma(V_T)/nU]^2/2} [1 - e^{-V_{TH}/U}] 
\]

\[
\sigma(I_{off}) = I_{on}e^{[V_{GS} - \mu(V_T) + \gamma\sqrt{V_{TH}}]/nU + [\sigma(V_T)/nU]^2/2} [1 - e^{-V_{TH}/U}] \sqrt{e^{[\sigma(V_T)/nU]^2} - 1} 
\]
the intra-die $V_T$ variation of a single transistor modeled as in [22], we have

$$\sigma(V_T) = \frac{A\Delta V_T}{\sqrt{WL}}$$

(1)

where $A\Delta V_T$ is a technology conversion constant (in mV/μm), and $WL$ is the transistor’s active area. Since $V_T$ follows a normal distribution, the transistor’s on-current $I_{\text{eff}}$ follows a log-normal distribution in sub-threshold. Using the properties of a log-normal distribution, the mean value and standard deviation of $I_{\text{eff}}$ are as shown in (2) and (3) at the bottom of the previous page, where $V_{\text{GS}}$ is the gate source voltage, $U$ the intrinsic thermal voltage, and $n$ the junction gradient coefficient.

Suppose the transistor is equally divided in $N$-parallel nMOS transistors, $T_1 \ldots T_N$ [see Fig. 4(b)]. Without loss of generality, let us denote the mean and standard deviation of the threshold voltage of any of these parallel transistors $T_x$ as

$$\mu(V_{T,x}) = \mu(V_{T,1}) = \cdots = \mu(V_{T,N}) = \mu(V_{T_x})$$

(4)

$$\sigma(V_{T,x}) = \sigma(V_{T,1}) = \cdots = \sigma(V_{T,N}) = \sigma(V_{T_x})$$

(5)

$$\mu(I_{\text{eff}}) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \mu(I_{\text{eff},i})$$

$$\sigma(I_{\text{eff}}) = \sqrt{\frac{\mu(I_{\text{eff}})^2}{\mu(I_{\text{eff}})^2} - 1}$$

(7)

(8)
where

$$\sigma(V_{T_{x}}) = \frac{A_{\Delta V_{T}}}{\sqrt{WL}} = \sqrt{\frac{N A_{\Delta V_{T}}}{WL}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)$$

Then, the mean value of the total subthreshold current $\mu(I_{eff})$ in (9) is obtained as shown in (7) and (8) at the bottom of the previous page. Comparing (1) and (6), and since $N > 1$, we have that

$$\sigma(V_{T_{x}}) > \sigma(V_{T}).$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)$$

Then, by comparing (2) and (7), we obtain

$$\mu(I_{eff}') > \mu(I_{eff}).$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)$$

As can be seen, dividing a large transistor into smaller parallelized transistors helps to increase the subthreshold current due to larger $V_{T}$ mismatch. We also did Monte Carlo simulations to confirm the effectiveness of this approach. As way of reference assume an $SV_{T} nMOS$ transistor with aspect ratio $W/L = 0.96 \mu m/0.065 \mu m$, divided in $N$-transistors ($N = 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8$), with its gate voltage $V_{in}$ and drain-to-source voltage $V_{DS}$ set at 200 mV. The reason why 200 mV $[V_{DS}]$ is chosen, is because in the $V_{T}$ balancer the $[V_{GS}]$ and $[V_{DS}]$ of the power switches operating in the subthreshold regime is approximately 200 mV (half of 400 mV $V_{DD}$). Since the power switches’ output will forward bias the bulk of p/n transistors in digital blocks, a close to [200 mV] output voltage is the right magnitude which can bring $V_{T}$ unbalance from $3\sigma$ deviation to typical value without incurring too much excessive leakage current. The simulated mean and standard deviation values of the effective driving current $I_{eff}$ are listed in Table II. As seen, the larger the number of segments $N$, the larger the $V_{T}$ mismatch, consequently the larger the mean subthreshold driving current. However, Table II also shows an increasing driving current variability and larger $\sigma(I_{eff})/\mu(I_{eff})$ as the transistor becomes narrower. According to (8), this is due to an increased $V_{T}$ shift caused by narrow width effects. To mitigate such effect, instead of dividing all transistors into minimal width transistors, our design constrained the transistor width to be not smaller than a certain limit. By constraining a maximum $\sigma(I_{eff})/\mu(I_{eff}) = 20\%$, a same driving current can be achieved with approximately 10% transistor area reduction. In addition, the multi-finger layout can avoid a very strange aspect-ratio and easily fit into the layout of the other devices hence making the entire layout more compact.

### C. Sub-Threshold Library Selection

The standard library cells optimized for super-threshold design must be revised for reliable logic synthesis. The cells having a large effective driving current variability will have a remarkably low yield. We identified these cells through Monte Carlo simulations and filtered them out before logic synthesis. The metric we used is that, after applying $V_{T}$ balancing, the cells that have $\sigma(I_{eff} - I_{off})/\mu(I_{eff} - I_{off}) > 20\%$ at $V_{DD} = 400$ mV, are eliminated, where $I_{off}$ is the leakage current for off-transistors. These cells have some typical structures:

1) **More Than Four Parallel Transistors and More Than Four Stacked Transistors:** The standard cells are composed of narrow transistors to increase area efficiency. As the number of parallel transistors and the number of stacked-transistors increases, the leakage current variability increases dramatically, as shown in Section II-B. We simply discarded logic gates with more than four parallel transistors or more than four stacked transistors, such as 4-input NAND and NOR gates.

2) **Ratioed Logic:** Ratioed logic can reduce the number of transistors required to implement a given logic function, but it must be sized carefully to guarantee that the active current is stronger than the static current. Therefore, the correct functioning of ratioed logic cells depends largely on the sizing. In the subthreshold region, the largest current variability is due to $V_{T}$ variation. Even a small variation on $V_{T}$ has a heavy impact on the active or static current. Therefore, logic cells totally relying on transistor sizing are dangerous and should be avoided.

3) **Feedback Logic:** Feedback logic is a special type of ratioed logic which uses positive feedback loops to help change the logic values. Due to $V_{T}$ variation, the output of the logic can have stuck-high or stuck-low failures and thus never flip.

### D. Turning Ratioed Logic Into Non-Ratioed Logic

Latches and registers are the feedback logic that must be used in sequential circuits. To reduce loading on clock net and ease ultrahigh speed designs, some latches/registers use weak but always-on feedback inverters. Fig. 5 shows how to turn them into non-ratioed logic. By using the $clk$ and $\overline{clk}$ signals, we prevent the slave inverters ($I_{2}, I_{4}$) from directly cross-coupling with the master inverters ($I_{1}, I_{3}$). As a result, when writing into the latch, the slave inverter is always disabled, so the writing to the master inverter is facilitated. After the writing is done, the slave inverter is enabled to help maintain the logic value. Therefore, the race
between the slave and master inverters is avoided. Fig. 6 compares the Monte Carlo simulation results at node $X$ (the output from the negative latch) at $V_{DD} = 400$ mV before and after turning ratioed logic into non-ratioed logic. With this modification, the stuck high and stuck low failures are avoided. In addition, the propagation delay becomes more than an order tighter.

### III. SUBJPEG ARCHITECTURE

JPEG is an international compression standard for continuous-tone still images, both grayscale and color [23], [24]. As a generic image compression standard, JPEG supports a wide variety of image applications. The baseline JPEG encoding processing has three primary steps: 8 × 8 discrete cosine transformation (DCT), quantization, entropy encoding. Our goal is to design a JPEG compression coprocessor that consumes extremely low energy and thus can be used in application fields such as image sensing, digital still cameras, mobile image, etc. The design challenge is to explore an architecture with efficient parallelism to trade-off area, throughput and energy.

Our baseline design was built from scratch to accommodate architectural changes required for subthreshold operation in a 65 nm CMOS $V_T$ process. Its area and energy breakdown are shown in Fig. 7. The term “engine” denotes a combined 2D-DCT and Quantization module. As seen, the engine dominates both the energy and area. At the nominal supply voltage the engine occupies less than 50% of the total silicon area but consumes around 70% of the total energy. The rest of the components, such as the Huffman encoder and the configuration logic, are of less importance. Thus, minimizing the energy consumption of the engine becomes our primary target when designing the new architecture. Therefore, instead of parallelizing the entire data-path, we decided to parallelize only the engine. Another reason for making this decision is because of the difficulty in parallelizing the Huffman encoder. The Huffman encoding for the DC value of an 8 × 8 block depends on the DC value of the previous block. If the Huffman encoder is also parallelized, additional effort must be drawn to handle this data dependency. Also, it would be difficult to align the output streams from each Huffman encoder which have unpredictable lengths, a memory shuffler and many memory operations would become unavoidable. Fig. 8 indicates the estimated throughput versus area tradeoff for the engines with annotated application standards. Four parallel engines were chosen in our design because from simulations we observed that the encoder was already capable of meeting 15 fps VGA standard at 0.4 V with 9× energy reduction (in subthreshold mode), 30 fps VGA standard at 0.5 V with 6× energy reduction (in near-threshold mode), 15 fps
QXGA standard at 0.7 V with $3\times$ energy reduction (super-threshold mode). If the application has no hard real-time constraints, such as for a still image of a digital camera, then, ideally, the $V_{DD}$ of the engines can be scaled to a value very close to $V_{DD}$, which leads to the optimal energy per engine operation.

SubJPEG is a co-processor hosted by a main CPU. The main CPU can communicate with SubJPEG, issue commands and access the status registers in SubJPEG through the control lines. SubJPEG interfaces directly with a commercial standard bus, such as PCI/PCI-X/PCI-Express. It has direct-memory-access (DMA) which supports fetching the image data stored in an external memory without going through the main CPU. Fig. 9 shows the SubJPEG processor diagram. The final JPEG encoder processor exploits two supply voltage domains ($V_{DDH}$, $V_{DDL}$), three frequency domains (bus_clk, engine_clk, Huffman_clk). The control path and data path are described below.

### A. Data Path Design

Before going into the details of the data path design, let us first address how we handled internal storage banks. We compared all memory banks synthesized as register files (RF) using standard cells (mainly DFFs) with fast dual-port SRAMs generated from a commercial memory generator. At 1.2 V nominal supply, the standard cell based RF is not only faster but also more energy efficient than the dual-port SRAM. This is because the energy overhead from the SRAM’s peripheral read-out circuitry, such as the sense-amplifiers, dominates the energy when the memory’s width and depth are too small. Since SRAMs have worse energy and frequency scaling factors when compared to those of standard cells under voltage scaling, using SRAMs in our design would result in more energy consumption. Also, considering that the reliability of the standard cell based RF is superior to that of the SRAM-based RF at low voltage, we decided to use the synthesized RF with the dedicated subthreshold library throughout our design. We did not adopt the existing sub-threshold memory solutions [8]–[12] because all these solutions severely degrade speed and energy efficiency when compared to conventional SRAMs in the super-threshold mode.

Asynchronous FIFOs are located at the front and back of the data-path to enable a flexible interface to a commercial standard bus interface. The AFIFOs are connected with bus_clk, engine_clk and operated with $V_{DDH}$. The intermediate results being produced from the first 1D-DCT are stored in the Transposed Memory (TransRAM) which is actually a flip-flop based RF. The Transposed Memory behaves as a dual port RAM. While the Transposed Memory is written in row-major order, the second stage of processing reads data from the Transposed Memory in a column-major order, effectively performing a transposition of the intermediate results. The TransRAM contains two block RAM entries, which enable a macro-level
pipelined processing to enhance throughput. That is, the first 1D-DCT can start processing and writing intermediate output into one entry while the second 1D-DCT is still reading data from the other entry. The pipeline latency for 1D-DCT is 80 engine_clk cycles. The output from the second 1D-DCT goes to the quantizer. After the quantization process, the data is stored in a “DQRAM” (also a RF). For the same reason as the TransRAM, the DQRAM contains also two block RAM entries. The engines work with engine_clk and VDDH. Finally, the arbitrator selects data from each entry, and sends the data to the Huffman coder for entropy coding. The Huffman encoder works with its own clock (Huffman_clk) and powered from VDDH. The Huffman encoder takes 80 Huffman_clk cycles to finish processing data from one DQRAM entry. Therefore, the Huffman_clk should be at least 4x faster than the engine_clk since four engines are used, otherwise the Huffman encoder becomes the system’s throughput bottleneck. The RFs used for data storage on the data path are summarized in Table III.

### B. Control Path Design

The configuration space, read controller (RDC), and write controller (WRC) are the three main modules of the control path. The configuration space is used for the external main CPU to configure SubJPEG and to request its computation status. It is operated with bus_clk and VDDH. For each frame, the external main CPU issues a command to the configuration space of the JPEG co-processor. The configuration commands include information such as the source data start address/length, destination data start address, YUV sampling ratio, programmable quantization table coefficients, etc. In our architecture, two command slots are accommodated in the configuration space, so the main CPU can issue a command for the next frame while the co-processor is still processing the current frame. Otherwise the processor must be stalled for hundreds of clock cycles between two frames and be re-started only when the reconfiguration for the next frame is completed.

The read controller (RDC) works with bus_clk and VDDH. Its main function is to read blocks of source data from standard bus according to the configuration information. A status table is maintained to record the status of the AFIFOs and information of the last block. Once new data coming from the bus has been fed into the AFIFOs, the source data counter will count the incoming data length and will update the AFIFOs’ status in the table and also move the head pointer. The RDC issues a data request periodically according to the configured interval time T0. The requested data length is based on the minimal of the remaining data length (this is initialized as the source data length at start run), maximum bus payload size and AFIFOs’ empty size (how many AFIFOs are empty). As soon as the requested data length is calculated, the tail pointer will jump to AFIFO

---

**Table III**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Register Files</th>
<th>VDDH, clk</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AFIFO Source Data</td>
<td>VDDH, bus_clk, engine_clk</td>
<td>Input buffer, 8x64 bits for each engine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TransRAM</td>
<td>VDDH, engine_clk</td>
<td>12x64 bits per entry, 2 entries per engine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DQRAM</td>
<td>VDDH, engine_clk</td>
<td>8x64 bits per entry, 2 entries per engine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output AFIFO</td>
<td>VDDH, bus_clk, engine_clk</td>
<td>Output buffer, 16x4 bits</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 9. SubJPEG diagram.**
where the latest requested source data block will be stored. The new requested data address and the remaining data length are also updated. If the remaining data length is zero, meaning that the last requested data block is the ending block of the current frame, the column logging the information of the last block in the status table will be updated. Fig. 10 shows the pseudo code algorithm of the RDC.

The write controller (WRC) works with the Huffman_clk and uses $V_{DDH}$ as power supply. It checks the status of the DCT-Quantization RAM (DQRAM), from each engine, and controls writing data from DQRAMs to the arbitrator. Similar to the RDC, the WRC also maintains a status table to log the DQRAMs’ status and the last block information. Once a DQRAM entry of an engine is full, the header pointer will move to the next engine’s DQRAM entry and the DQRAMs’ status will update. If the entropy encoder is idle, the WRC will indicate the arbitrator to push the data out of an engine’s DQRAM. Once the data is completely pushed out, the DQRAM status will be updated and the tail pointer will jump to the next engine’s DQRAM entry. In this way the engines’ DQRAMs are circulated for writing and reading. Fig. 11 shows the pseudo code algorithm of the WRC.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION

The implemented core is fully compliant with the JPEG encoder baseline standard. Signals across different clock domains are hand-shacked to increase communication robustness. We used a hierarchical logic synthesis approach: the engines are synthesized with a dedicated subthreshold library, as mentioned in Section II. The other blocks are synthesized with a conventional CMOS 65 nm standard cell library. According to synthesis results, the engines and the Huffman encoder can operate easily beyond 250 MHz with a 65 nm 1.2 V CMOS process at 1.2 V and 2.5 V I/O voltages are generated with on-board DC-DC converters. The other supply voltages are supplied from external voltage generators.

The implemented core is fully compliant with the JPEG encoder baseline standard. Signals across different clock domains are hand-shacked to increase communication robustness. We used a hierarchical logic synthesis approach: the engines are synthesized with a dedicated subthreshold library, as mentioned in Section II. The other blocks are synthesized with a conventional CMOS 65 nm standard cell library. According to synthesis results, the engines and the Huffman encoder can operate easily beyond 250 MHz with a 65 nm 1.2 V CMOS process at 1.2 V and 2.5 V I/O voltages are generated with on-board DC-DC converters. The other supply voltages are supplied from external voltage generators.

The measured behavior of the configurable VT balanced at $V_{DD} = 400$ mV is shown in Fig. 15. An off-chip capacitor is needed to mitigate the ripple. As it can be seen, before the VT balancer is activated, the n-well is connected to $V_{DD}$ and the p-well is connected to GND. Then, within 1 ms after the VT balancer is turned on, the supply voltages of both n-well and p-well converge at near $V_{DD}/2$. At $V_{DD} = 400$ mV, the tested samples could not function correctly with a 2 MHz engine_clk frequency without VT balancing. With the help
of $V_T$ balancing, the samples could run at 2.5 MHz. In this case, the average leakage current is increased by $2\times$. At this time, the ratio between the leakage and the dynamic energy is about $1/30$, meaning that the $V_{DD}$ can still be further reduced to reach $V_{opt}$ which leads to a 1/1 ratio. Unfortunately, we cannot operate the engines with $V_{DD}$ lower than 0.4 V. This testing limitation is from the lowest $V_{DDH}$ that the second stage level shifters can tolerate. The second stage level shifters function erroneously when $V_{DDH}$ is lower than 0.6 V. This lowest $V_{DDH}$ limitation affects directly the lowest $V_{DDH}$ that the first stage level shifters can tolerate. The estimated $V_{opt}$ is around 0.35 V. Fig. 16 shows the transient current at $V_{DD} = 0.4$ V, 0.8 V, 1.2 V at an engine_clk of 2.5 MHz, 5 MHz, 10 MHz respectively. Note that 2.5 MHz is the maximum operating frequency at $V_{DD} = 0.4$ V supply, but 5 MHz and 10 MHz are not the maximum operating frequencies at $V_{DD} = 0.8$ V and $V_{DD} = 1.2$ V. Fig. 17 shows the energy/(engine • cycle) savings. The term energy/(engine • cycle) denotes the energy consumed per cycle by a single engine. More measurements of system energy and speed performance are summarized in Table IV. In the subthreshold mode the engines can operate with 2.5 MHz frequency at 0.4 V, with 0.75 pJ. This leads to $8.3 \times$ energy/(engine • cycle) reduction as compared to operating at 1.2 V nominal supply. Correspondingly, the Huffman coder should be operated at 10 MHz at 0.5 V, with 1.2 pJ per entropy encoding cycle. In the near-threshold mode the engines can operate with 4.5 MHz frequency at 0.45 V, and consume about 1.0 pJ energy/(engine • cycle). The Huffman

Fig. 11. Pseudo code algorithm for WRC.

Fig. 12. Two-stage level-shifting scheme in SubJPEG.
Fig. 13. Core layout and prototype chip microphotograph.

Fig. 14. SubJPEG (a) area (b) energy breakdown in digital still image mode.

Fig. 15. Measurement results of switching on the $V_T$ balancer.

Fig. 16. Transient and average current with $1000 \times$ amplified magnitude at (0.4 V, 2.5 MHz), (0.8 V, 5 MHz) and (1.2 V, 10 MHz).

V. Conclusion

This paper presents our work on exploiting a sub/near threshold supply voltage in the design of ultra low energy and medium throughput (up to 100 MB/s) consumer digital electronic applications. We utilize architecture-level parallelism to compensate for throughput degradation at very low voltage. Several physical-level design techniques were developed to improve circuit robustness. Among them is a configurable $V_T$.
TABLE IV
SYSTEM THROUGHPUT AND POSSIBLE IMAGE APPLICATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Engine Mode</th>
<th>$V_{DDH}$, energy/engine_clk</th>
<th>$V_{DDL}$, energy/Huffman_clk</th>
<th>Throughput (MB/s), $Output_rate$</th>
<th>Possible Applications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sub-threshold</td>
<td>0.4V, 0.75pJ</td>
<td>0.5V, 1.2pJ (estimated)</td>
<td>0.6V, 1.8pJ</td>
<td>10, 2.5MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Near-threshold</td>
<td>0.45V, 1.0 pJ</td>
<td>&lt;0.7V, 2.0pJ</td>
<td>18, 4.5MHz</td>
<td>VGA (640×480,15fps)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.5V, 1.33pJ</td>
<td>0.8V, 3.1pJ</td>
<td>40, 10MHz</td>
<td>VGA (640×480,30fps)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Super-threshold</td>
<td>0.6V, 1.7pJ</td>
<td>0.9V, 4.3pJ</td>
<td>100, 25MHz</td>
<td>SXGA (1280×1024,15fps)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.7V, 2.2pJ</td>
<td>1.0V, 5.8pJ</td>
<td>160, 40MHz</td>
<td>UXGA (1600×1200,15fps)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>QXGA (2048×1536,15fps)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig. 17. Energy per operation cycle for each engine [pJ/(engine-cycle)]](image)
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